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Free Essay: The World is Too Much With Us by William Wordsworth William Wordsworth's poem The world is too much
with us is a statement about conflict.

This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon, The winds that will be howling at all hours, And are up-gathered
now like sleeping flowers, For this, for everything, we are out of tune; It moves us not. Like Blake, his
concern was for the future spiritual state of the people. The industrial revolution was at hand, industry was
booming and the poet, always sensitive to the changes in the nation's psyche, grew increasingly alarmed. The
popularity of the poem rests in its theme of how man has lost his connection with nature due to the worldly
concerns. Metaphor : There are two metaphors used in this poem. Great God! Triton is the son of Neptune, the
sea god, and has the power to calm the seas with his conch-shell horn. One of the sins Augustine speaks of
committing is the flattery of the young Valentinian Emperor: " I'd rather be A Pagan suckled in a creed
outworn; So might I, standing on this pleasant lea, Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn; Have sight
of Proteus rising from the sea; Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn. It was "in that sixteenth year of my
life in this world Wordsworth's sonnet encapsulates this quantum leap into a cash economy; the race for profit
had begun on a scale never before seen. The verse "This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon", gives the
vision of a feminine creature opening herself to the heavens above. The countryside, little altered for centuries,
was becoming mechanised and enclosed. The poet seems to take the viewpoint of a Pagan and ascribes a
godlike status to nature much along the way the Greeks did in their time. Instead of longing for a time gone
past, the speaker is longing for a different world. This, he did with published works such as the prelude that
was considered by many to be the crowning achievement of English romanticism. Great God! Thus, the tone
is melancholy. The speaker then continues by describing the beauties of nature that people are missing out on
by being so caught up in the want for money and possessions. In fact, the whole text of the poem denounces
materialism which the poet has seen around him. William Wordsworth , much beloved poet, had a way of
giving hope and life with his words. Music and harmony The line, "For this, for everything we are out of tune"
implies that man is out of tune with nature, unable to live in harmony with the world around him. By
discussing the pristine glory of natural objects, he shows that people are missing these delights in the race of
the artificial He swears that he would rather be a poor pagan connected with the natural world rather than a
rich man alienated from its bliss. They have their similarities between one another, and also their differences.
The "little we see in Nature that is ours" exemplifies the removed sentiment man has for nature, being
obsessed with materialism and other worldly objects. In other words Wordsworth is to the Scottish lass, as we
are to him. Imagery In the simile "and are up gathered now like sleeping flowers," sleeping flowers suggest
that man is numb and unaware of the beauty and power of the natural world. Literary devices can strengthen
the message in a poem. In the end, however, each is a quality piece of It emphasises the tension between the
good exterior and the sordid truth behind materialism. The speaker would rather have the consolation of
paganism and mythology to help alleviate the pain of spiritual loss. Critical analysis[ edit ] This article
possibly contains original research. Wordsworth must have been aware of the unstoppable growth of industry
and mass production. The phrase "sleeping flowers" might also describe how nature is being overrun
unknowingly and is helpless. He is talking about the worldly cares and concerns such as money, possessions,
and power. The tone is not nostalgic, something that is rare for Wordsworth. One of the ways that the poem
resembles other literary works of the Romantic period is that one of the main themes of the poem is nature,
and nature is also a theme that was very prevalent in the literary works from the Romantic era. Wordsworth,
too, has employed some literary devices to bring uniqueness in this sonnet. Whole families would end up
working in the mills and mines. In a letter he wrote about 'the decadent material cynicism of the time' and this
sonnet reflects Wordsworth's near helplessness to correct the imbalance between the spiritual and material,
Nature and the economy. The words "late and soon" in the opening verse describe how the past and future are
included in his characterization of mankind.


